
                                                                     

         

 

 

 

 

     

                  

                      

                                              
 

                 For Office Use Only) :  

 

                    (Application Number): 

 

 

             (APPLICANT) 

 ေ ျှောက်ထာဵသူအမျ ို ဵအစာဵအာဵအမှတ်အသာဵပြုြါ။ (Please tick in the relevant box.)       ေ ျှောက်ထာဵသူတစ်ဦဵထက် 

ြိုြါက ေောက်ထြ်စာရွက်တွင်                      ၏ အချက်အ က်မျာဵအာဵ ပြညဴ်စုဳစွာပြည်ဴစွက်၍ ြူဵတွဲတင်ပြြါ။ (Please 

tick in relevant box and If more than one applicant, please fill detailed information of all the applicants in the 

additional sheet.) 

                    
   

                                              (Copyright Owner)  

                                          Related Rights Owner) 

  

*      Name): 

                     Other Name(if any)): 

*                               (NRC No.): 

*                                              (if Foreigner, Passport No.):  

*           Nationality): 

*                             ( State of domicile):   

*                      Full Address):   

 

 

 

        *        (Country):   

*                 Telephone No.):                

                 Email Address): 
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CR-4                                                          

APPLICATION FOR WITHDRAWAL OF REGISTRATION APPLICATION 

1 

Ref. 



2 
   

                                             (      )        (If the applicant is Legal Entity 

(Company))-   

*                                 (Full Name of the Entity(Company)):  

    

  

*                 )                (Registration Number of the  Entity(Company)):            

 *                 )           (Type of the Entity (Company)):        

*                 Full Address):     

 

 

*        (Country) : 

 *                 (Telephone No.): 

                   (Email Address): 
 

                     ( REPRESENTATIVE) (if any): 
 

*      (Name) : 

*                               NRC No.) :  

*                                                       (Full Business Address) :   

 

 

 

            *                 Telephone No.) :    

*                Email Address) : 
 

       *                  (ေ ျှောက် ွှာြုဳစဳ CR - 10) အာဵ ြူဵတွဲတင်ပြြါ။ (Attach the Appointment of Representative (Form CR 

- 10). 
 

                                         (DESCRIPTION FOR WITHDRAWAL) 

             

                                                      ။                                            (          ) ။ 

           (If more space is necessary, please use an additional sheet and describe the total number of additional sheets (      ).) 
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3 



3 

 

                                                                                                         

                                                                 ၏                                    ။ (As 

there are more than one applicant in filing an application for registration, the consent of all of the co-applicants to 

withdraw the application for registration is accompanied.) 

 
  

*                                            (SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT OR REPRESENTATIVE)  

                                                                                ။ 

(I hereby declare and sign that the information furnished above is true and correct.) 

 
 

                      Signature) :   

                                           Name of the Applicant/ Representative):  

 ရာဵ                                                                (Name of Legal Entity and  Position (If 

it is entity): 

                                 Date(dd/mm/yyyy) :  

 

                                                                                                          

                                  ၏                  ။  (If the application is in electronic system, the name of 

the applicant or representative must be described on the electronic form and do not need to sign with original ink.) 

                                                                                                    

                                                                        ။  (As the application is filed by the 

Legal Entity, evidence of the applicant is permitted to sign on behalf of entity is attached.) 

                                                                      ။   (Total Number of the Attached Documents is (       ).)    

                                                      Fill up all information correctly and completely) 

                                                     Sh ow ing     is the m a nda tory  req uireme nts   

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                            

                                                  -                               (If the applicant is not a 

permanent resident in the State or a resident in a foreign country, copy of the appointment of representative (Form CR-

10) certified by a notary public in the State of Domicile or the country where the legal entity is established shall be 

accompanied.) 

                                                                      (Relevant documents shall be accompanied 

with the application.) 
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